
PRO DOULA BUSINESS PLAN

Utilize this page, step-by-step guide to strategize, and write out the professional business plan that you will refer to
throughout the life of your business.

This will reduce the number of monetary disputes that occur. Two of the simplest steps that will protect your
business, and yourself, are to: Open a business bank account This separates your personal assets from your
company's assets, which is necessary for personal asset protection. Keep your apparel professional and neutral.
There are conflicts between those who believe doulas should support their clients autonomously, and those
who want doulas to collaborate with the medical system. How long it will take you to break even? She wore a
leopard-print top and black mesh spike heels as she held court in her purple-walled office, which is decorated
with posters of rock bands, goth-chic candelabras, and a mounted unicorn head. Doulas said other groups
judged mothers, so ProDoula billed itself as apolitical. To further garner respect within the community, your
website should be educational and supportive. As you start planning your business, connect with a free
business resource near you to get the help you need. Fortunately, this profession requires very little capital to
get started. Work with your local Chamber of Commerce or consider taking some basic business courses at a
community college before doing so. STEP 8. I look at myself as a business owner and doula, not a
stay-at-home mom who sometimes goes to births. Most businesses are required to collect sales tax on the
goods or services they provide. Your business would charge a fee for doula services, typically a flat rate, that
includes any expenses incurred, and for the time spent throughout the pregnancy and delivery. To ensure you
are educated in each of these techniques, receiving doula certification is recommended. What are the costs
involved in opening a doula service? Get a business credit card This helps you separate personal and business
expenses by putting your business' expenses all in one place. Whether you plan to operate as the only doula or
your vision includes a team of professionals, each should have the proper training. Make sure the image you
are trying to convey carries over into your company name, logo, website URL, and email address. After a
midwife advised her to lower her prices and take out her hour contract language, she started getting more
inquiries, she said. Instead, they considered doula support a luxury â€” one that ideally came with a premium
price tag. What will you name your business? After what McKinley dubbed Placentagate, she received
messages from other doulas thanking her for standing up to ProDoula, she said. Home birth How does a doula
service make money? How and when to build a team Some doulas prefer to work alone throughout their entire
careers, while other business owners feel a well-rounded service team is best for the client and company. She
nearly quit doula-ing completely. Refine your skills and expand your knowledge regularly to be the very best
that you can be. Instead, she joined ProDoula.


